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Senses are gates of our souls



Kuklici
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areas in Macedonia. It is located just 15 kilometers from the 
capital and is a popular place for weekend recreation. 

it is a natural reserve of rare animal species (such as white-headed eagles 

of plants and herbs.

The Speleological Park is one of the most fascinating in Europe. Dozens 
of caves are located in this area in length from 20 to 176 meters. The most 

is still not fully discovered and remains subject to examination.

pinism or kayaking in the wild waters. Right here on the path of Treska 

fantasies and breath. 



Matka



he most beautiful piece of nature in Mace-
donia is located forty kilometers from 
Skopje - the natural reserve Jasen. These 

several thousand acres of untouched nature are char-
acterized by a heterogeneous landscape.

Jasen represents a multipurpose area that was es-

every area. This natural rarity is a gift for photogra-

is distinguished by beautiful natural areas perfect for 
relaxation. 

ing place for many wild animals. Do not forget to visit 

to a wonderful horizon. The mountain path which 
leads to this place is named as one of the most beauti-
ful in Macedonia. 

The exclusivity of Jasen speaks to the fact that in the 
past this place has been only for privileged senior of-

with an organized tour or accompanied by the rang-
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Jasen 



he tourist center Popova Shapka is situated in the 

meters. 

It is characterized by a large number of sunny days in summer. 

and walks in picturesque landscapes and is also ideal terrain for 
cyclists. Every summer the mountain bike marathon “Sharski 

roundings there are several glacial lakes.

The most characteristic feature of Popova Shapka is that half of 
the year it is covered with snow. Here the snow falls from Novem-
ber to May and with its calming beauty invites all winter sports 
lovers to come.

Beautiful ski terrains with 35 km2 surface decorate this oldest 
and most famous winter sports and recreation center in Mace-

and more fans of snowboarding and extreme skiing are visiting 
Shapka. On these trails the traditional Sharplaninski Cup in gi-
ant slalom and slalom is held.

length of about 10 km will be a real reason for enjoying the snow. 

find more at www.macedonia-timeless.com





why it is a perfect destination in the summer and winter.

while riding a horse or bicycle on mountain trails. The slopes of surrounding 

The trademark of the region is the inundated Church of St. Nicholas in the 

find more at www.macedonia-timeless.com
mountain areas. 





ou need only to take a look at the mountain range 

his grandiose appearance. The highest point in 

venture where you have the feeling that you can touch the sky. 

zone is composed of pastures.

canyons and valleys. The highest and most attractive river is 

The waterfall can be seen clearly from a distance in spring 

The glacial lakes give additional beauty to the mountain. Mt. 

is the highest water surface in Macedonia - a real mountain 
pearl.
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is 358.2 km2.  

The lake is characterized by underwater springs and sources along the east and 

some places is 22 meters. Most of the springs on the surface are at the St. Naum 
Monastery; very close to the city of Ohrid are the most famous springs at Studen-

the unique underwater plant called “hara”.

organize swimming competitions and regattas. Sailing is one of the oldest sports 

Join together with the wind and let it be your guide and driving force through the 
waves of one of the oldest and most beautiful lakes in the world.
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cially surprising and is truly enormous for such a small area.  

find more at www.macedonia-timeless.com





one of the clearest lakes in the world. Its surface is 276.7 
km2 and it sits at an altitude of 853 meters. It is interest-

ing that the level of the water oscillates. The lake is losing its water 

The environment is rich with endemic bird species. There are her-

but cormorants are most numerous as the island is an ideal place 

tional boats were made of this tree.  

Prespa region is characterized by many sunny days and on the 

you are surrounded with mountains lush with rich vegetation. The 

inviting you to swim and relax. 
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hectare park is located in the southwestern part of the coun-

kans.

This mountain is considered to be the most docile and calm mountain 

and sports. It is a challenge to get to know the mountain during every 

are two kilometers apart and are the perfect place for resting. The en-

The mountain vegetation is extraordinary and extremely rich and the 

meters. There are Molika pines that are older than 230 years. 

On some parts of this mountain snow can stay until July. If you love ski-

warm with the tea that grows on this mountain.
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to be the highest town in the Balkans.  

incredible amphitheatric position. Houses of wonderful architecture line the small stone streets; the 

from the center of the city and two ski lifts at the ski hill.
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kayaking on the Tochinca River. 

The gentle mountain has a big reserve of coniferous forests with white and black 

est area has sub-alpine pastures and on the sheepfolds you can taste the natural 

find more at www.macedonia-timeless.com





part of Macedonia is a place where you can 

the climate. The southern opening and the low alti-

think that you are in some tropical lake. 

the smallest tectonic lake in the country. It is also the 
shallowest with a maximum depth of 10 meters and it 
represents a relict remnant from a Pleistocene Peon 

(most common are 23 types of crabs and numerous 

The summer in Dojran is hot and dry and the winter 
is mild and humid. The richness of endemic algae of-
fers a unique opportunity to breathe iodine. Do not 
miss the chance to put a little bit of the curative mud 
on yourself. If you are looking for a place to rest and 
relax in the hug of the Mediterranean atmosphere 

place for you.
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t.  Belasica hides a lot of beauty just wait-
ing to be seen. Some of the many beauties 
are certainly the waterfalls in Smolare 

high and 6 meters wide. The waterfall is nestled among 

are also a hundred meters from this one. 

The waterfall of Smolare is hidden amongst 100-year-

er. This is the only permanent waterfall in Macedonia. 
The road that leads to the waterfall passes through 

a wonderful view of the Strumica valley. 

in the country. It is geomorphologically and hydro-
logically unique. The mountain path that leads to the 
waterfall also provides a unique opportunity to witness 
the miraculous natural beauty around you. 

If you are an experienced lover of extreme sports like 

can experience the challenge of abseiling down the wa-
terfall. 
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BelasicaWaterfall



ated an idyllic picture that you can see 
and experience. The calm and gentle landscapes of 
the Mt. Maleshevo  are equally wonderful in every 

aromas of mountain tea.  

km from the city of Berovo. 

recreation and sports around the lake. In May you 

ing but on some of them you can also ride a bike. 

connects the south and the north part of Maleshevo. 

for the greatest enthusiasts. 

rience colors of nature like you have never seen and 
an abundance of wild fruits and herbs. If you have 

authentic specialties from Maleshevo.
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is one of the most famous winter tour-
ist centers and weekend places in Macedonia. It is 

beech forest. 

The clear air during the summer and winter is a 
real elixir. Natural beauty and a clean atmosphere 
are waiting to be discovered and visited any time of 
the year.  

to enjoy the numerous walking paths surrounding 

walk 16 km to get to the mountain peak Carev Vrv. 

for you.  

thick covering of snow so you can enjoy the bless-
ings of the mountain. Ponikva provides an excellent 
opportunity to discover Mt. Osogovo  and to enjoy 

ever experienced. 
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Volcanic rock used as megalithic Observatory in prehistory.

donia. Natural landmark along the Rostusha River ca. 28 
meters high.

Tourist attraction and a favorite place to visit.  Believed to 
be a sacred site. The source of the springs is inside a cave.

Monument of nature. Believed to be  six centuries old.

Balkans.

The biggest cave in Macedonia.  Its explored length is 800 

Natural monument with a number of natural rarities and 
endemic species such as the  fairy shrimp 

Macedonian mountain range.

and endemic and rare plants.

Natural monument near the village of Monospitovo characterized 
by outstanding biodiversity. 

of  Bregalnica River

Cave on the right bank of Vardar River whose opening is extremely 
narrow and can be accessed only by crawling.

Caption



or my part I know 
nothing with any 
certainty, but the 

sight of the stars makes me 
dream.

Vincent Van Gogh
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